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Introd
duction On RF Body
B
coil and reeceive coil cablees unwanted currrents are inducedd due to the E fieeld generated byy any RF coil in tthe bore. The
most iintense currents happen during th
he transmit pulse when several 1000
1
V/m of E ffield is generatedd by the body cooil. This large E ffield is very
inhom
mogeneous, and the
t induced cable current magnittude will depend
d on the length, tthe position and the route of the coaxial cable. Inn many cases the
e
cable currents on receeive coil cables residing in the bo
ore is the most in
ntense, but also iinduced currentss on the body coil RF and DC caables. In almost
all casses, these curren
nts interfere with the proper tunin
ng and matching
g of the coils. Thhe induced currennts can give rise to large SAR vaalues in the
patiennt if the cable is close
c
to tissue. The
T standard way
y of eliminating these currents iss to apply balunss (1), which are parallel resonannt tank circuits in
n
whichh the inductance is formed by cerrtain length of th
he cable’s shield
d. The reactance is low, giving rise to a significannt resonant curreent in the balun,
and laarge local heat geeneration around
d the capacitors. In a lab setting we
w can kill cablee modes by clam
mping ferrites onn the cable, they are broadband,
and doo not require tun
ning, but cannot be
b used in a mag
gnetic field. We now propose to add a dissipativve non magnetic material, Carbon filled
polyprropylene to the outside
o
of the co
oax.
Methood In order to bee RF coil indepeendent, we built a set of 20 cm lo
ong electric dipoole antennas, 14 cm apart,
and pllaced in the centter of a 4 feet lon
ng 75 cm diametter RF shield (fig
g. 1). Cables connnecting the dipooles to the
netwoork analyzer are exiting
e
the RF sh
hield in the center through a smaall hole. The coaax shields are eleectrically
conneected to the RF sh
hield, hence the cables going to the analyzer aree quiet. We meassure the S21 betw
ween the 2
dipolees and normalizee the curve. Now
w we place a coax
xial cable betweeen the 2 dipoles hoping to see a resonance
at whiich the cable is a multiple times a half wavelength. We used 116
6 cm of 50 ohm H
Huber Suhner suucoform
250-01 FEP. In placin
ng it between thee dipoles we obseerve a resonancee at about 120 M
MHz (fig 1). Thiss is the
Fig 1
g. We will now place
p
frequeency at which the cable is half a wavelength long
differeent amounts and
d shapes of 30 mil thick carbon filled
f
polypropyllene
(PP) oon top of the coaaxial cable, condu
uctivity 3.6 S/m
m and permittivity
y 2.2.
We obbserve S21 for detuning
d
and dam
mping of the cablle mode.
Resullts In fig 2 we ob
bserve the resonaance at which ou
ur cable mode is a half
wavellength long (120 MHz).The high
hest E fields are at
a the 2 ends of the
t
cable. Placing a 40 by
y 135 mm patch of the PP sheet there
t
gave the reesults
F
Fig 2
Fig 3
shownn in fig 3, a damp
ping of -11 dB. These results aree confirmed by a FEM
simulaation in HFSS (A
Ansys corp.) sho
own in fig 4, wheere the blue curv
ve is the
S21 shhowing the cablee mode without PP, the red curv
ve is
with thhe PP’s long axiis aligned with th
he cable, the greeen
curve has the PP perpendicular to the cable. E field pllots
beforee and after placin
ng the PP are sho
own in figs 5 and 6.
Note tthe difference in
n scale: 500 in fig
g 5 and 15 in fig
g 6.
HFSS also calculated the power dissip
pated in the PP as
a a
F
Fig 5
percenntage of the pow
wer going into thee Tx dipole. It iss
Fig
F 4
12.3%
% for the parallel PP and 24.8% for
f the perpendiccular
PP. Too understand wh
hether this is only
y an edge effect,, we
made the cable mode 1.5 wavelengthss long by going to
t 360
o
the voltage maximum 1/3 up
u the cable, we observed similaar
MHz. Placing the PP over
ve junctions (4x 10pF, 2x
dampiing. Finally, a reectangular loop, 200 by 400 mm with 6 capacitiv
18pF)), resonant at 127
7 MHz with a 18
80 degree cable across
a
1 junction
n, was measuredd to have a
F
Fig 6
P patch, and 23
30 worst case wiith the PP patch on the cable.
Q of 2250 without the PP
Discu
ussion Instead off weakening the cable modes usin
ng tuned circuitss like baluns, wee have found thaat adding the righht material to higgh intensity
voltagge nodes in the cable will damp the
t cable mode enough.
e
When atttached to a coil , there is a minim
mal impact on thhe empty coil Q but no impact on
n
the loaaded Q. Tuned baluns
b
also dissip
pate energy depeending on their reactance,
r
and ouur solution is brooadband. . In maany cases only a small fraction
of the power is dissipaated in cable mo
odes. HFSS simu
ulation shows thaat all the E field and surface currrent is at the perrimeter of the pattch. The fraction
n
of the energy that is dissipated in the patch
p
will cause a slight temperaature rise during high power appplications (test inn Body coil withh same cable at
0 C rise on the peerimeter of the patch). The temperature rise is lim
mited by increassing the perimeteer of the patch.
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